Step 1

Receive Scheduling Email

Your upcoming schedule for:

Virtual Interviews
Thank you for your participating in this event!
You may join the meeting through the button
below or by copying and pasting this link:
https://florecruit.com/video/2582528520084

Join Virtual Room

Interview 1

Jack Bingham

3/16/20, 1:00PM - 1:15PM CST

Before the event, the recruitment team will send interviewers an email from
the domain @floevents.email. This email will continue the interviewer’s link to
the video chat room and schedule for the event. Each interviewer has a
unique link. This link should not be shared with other interviewers.
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Step 2

Join Video Chat via Email

Your upcoming schedule for:

Virtual Interviews
Thank you for participating in this event!

Screenshot
of email in inbox
You may join the meeting through the button
below or by copying and pasting this link:
https://florecruit.com/video/2582528520084

Join Virtual Room

In the email, interviewers will see one button to join the virtual interview room.
Click the button or copy and paste the video chat link into a browser tab.
Google Chrome is the recommended browser. Internet Explorer is not
supported.
Download or Update Google Chrome
https://support.google.com/chrome
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Step 3

Enter Virtual Room

Virtual Interviews
Upcoming

Past Sessions

TODAY

Jack Bingham
2:00 - 2:30 PM PST

Courtney O’Donnell
2:30 - 3:00 PM PST

It’s time for your session to begin
Jack Bingham

Katherine Allen

2:00 - 2:30 PM EST

3:10 - 3:30 PM PST

Pranav Kavikondala

Join Virtual Room

4:00 - 4:15 PM PST

On the interviewer’s first screen, which we call the “virtual lobby,” the
interviewer will see their schedule on the left. Once it is within two minutes of
the interview start time, interviewers will see a Join button in the middle of
the screen. The interviewer should click the button to be connected to their
first candidate.
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Step 4

Meet Virtually

Virtual Interviews
CURRENT INTERVIEW

Jack Bingham
2:00 - 2:30 PM EST
View Candidate Profile

Upcoming

Past Interviews

TODAY

Courtney O’Donnell
2:30 - 3:00 PM EST

Katherine Allen
3:00 - 3:30 PM EST

Pranav Kavikondala
3:30 - 4:00 PM EST

The candidate will join the interviewer in the virtual room. If either
participant’s Wi-Fi is weak, they can decrease the quality of their video
stream to ensure audio remains crystal clear by clicking More. If the
interviewer experiences a poor connection within their VPN, they should
disconnect from their VPN. Both parties may contact the Flo Recruit team for
instant technical support via the blue chat button in the bottom left corner.
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Step 5

Join Next Virtual Room

Virtual Interviews
CURRENT INTERVIEW

Jack Bingham
2:00 - 2:30 PM EST
View Candidate Profile

Upcoming

Past Interviews

TODAY

Courtney O’Donnell
2:30 - 3:00 PM EST
View Candidate Profile

Katherine Allen
3:00 - 3:30 PM EST
View Candidate Profile

Pranav Kavikondala
Your next interview with Courtney
O’Donnell starts in 2 min.

3:30 - 4:00 PM EST
View Candidate Profile

Join Call

Remind me

If the interviewer has back-to-back interviews, they will see and hear a two
minute warning and notification prompting them to join the next interview.
Clicking Join Call moves them to the next interview. Remind Me snoozes the
notification for 1 minute. The red Leave button takes them back to the virtual
lobby. This process continues for each interview. After all of their interviews are
complete, the interviewer can click Leave and exit the tab.
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How to Prepare for your Flo Recruit Video Chat
1. Restart your computer the night before your video chat calls
Like any software, your internet browser can get overloaded. Restarting helps your computer run optimally and will
improve your video chat connection. It also ensures any updates to your computer are fully running.

2. Make sure you are using the latest version of Chrome
Click on the three little dots at the top right of your window. Hover your mouse over "Help" and click on “About
Chrome” to go to the settings page. At the top of the page you will see if you have the latest version. If it says
“Google Chrome is up to date,” you are good to go! If not, please update to the latest version!

Although Chrome is the preferred browser, Firefox, Microsoft Edge, and Safari are also supported. Internet Explorer,
however, is not supported.

3. Exit out of other tabs on your browser and close other apps for best performance
Before you start the event, take some time to save your work and close any applications on your computer that you
won’t need. Too many open tabs or applications will slow down your computer while you’re on a video call.

4. Ensure you have a good internet connection
If you are at home, we advise you to sit close to your router. The closer you are to the router, the better your
connection will be! Additionally, if you have an ethernet cable, connect to it to ensure the strongest connection
possible.

5. Test the video and audio beforehand!
Use the test room here (https://florecruit.com/video/testRoom/) to test your video and audio. You will be able to
see your video after allowing permissions. To check if your audio is working, click on "more" on the bottom right of
the page and then click "Camera/microphone settings." You can check the audio by speaking and checking to
make sure the three yellow dots next to the word "mic" move as you speak. We recommend using headphones for
improved audio quality in noisy environments.
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